
Hello Steve: 
 
My name is xxxxxxxxx and I am hoping that you will be able to assist me with an illness that I 
have been experiencing for the past 4 months.  It all begin when my face broke out in blisters 
that became infected.  I went to the dermatologist and was given a prescription of antiobiotics.  I 
took the medication and they somewhat cleared up but know later returned.  i then made another 
doctors appt. and this time I took with me, some samples of things that I either witnessed 
discharging from my lesions or foreign items i found inside my house that were never witnessed 
before. This doctor than diagnosed me with "Post traumatic syndrome" (from a case of lice that 
my daugher's school had a problem wih.:  I told him that "yes, I that I did gross out and for 
awhile constantly found myself looking at my surrounding's and body to see if lice was still 
present."  But that I was over it and moved on.  He then said take this medication and handed me 
 a list of group meeting for individuals who experienced the same sympons.  I became very upset 
and left.  Well since then, I have visited 3 different doctors (Kaiser???) and went on at least 
10-14 doctors appointments.  Only to return with no answers and with a slip stating that I a to 
continue my leave of absence.  Oh, forgot to mention I took time off work because of the 
symptoms I was experiencing and the doctors could not diagnose me with anything but with a 
mental illness.  If I was not suffering from a mental illness before, I am now. Well back to the 
symptoms, I break out in blister - they clear up then later return.  I get these 1/4 lesions on my 
body that I have know idea where I got them.  I bruise at certain locations (have no idea where I 
got them).  I get these burning sensations on my scalp and when I look I at times locate a 1/4 
string/fiber (white)  thing in my hair.  I have skin that peels in little pieces and sometime bleed - 
it just happens out of know where.  I get these round skin like things that discharge from m body 
and when I look under a microscope I swear I see two eyeballs and somewhat of a mouth on 
them.  I located stringlike lint on my body, eyes and clothes.  Last thing, I am get these ball like 
things that I spit out of my mouth - somewhat crystal form.  I have had white flakes (mayme salt 
like )discharge from my left and right hand at the same time (they rose from my pores all at once 
(hundreds) on two different occasions- this followed a somewhat shock feeling inside my body). 
 My best friend lives down the block from my house and m husband and I noticed that she had 
eucalyptic trees all around her house and condo complex.  when we closely studied the leaves, 
we notifed that they were infested with lerpes.  I read that lerpes were a problem in Australia and 
it cause harm to the country and until now, U.S. did not have this problem up until an 
etomologist discovered the infestation in the City of xxxxxxxxxxx  (not to far). When I inquired 
the internet about the plant mites I somehow found your site.  The disease these mites cause is 
called "Redgum lerp disease." Do you know the extent that this disease can cause to humans?  I 
must mention my friend, my husband, and now my 5 year old daughter are suffering similiar 
symptoms.  I mus tell you that I visit her house every day and use her pool & jacuzzi (lerpes are 
in them too.)  I have since stop utilizing them.  Any info you can give me would be appreciated, I 
feel as though I am going crazy because I know I have something but doctors just can't find out 
what it is.  I believe I now have worms ...my doctor is requesting that I take a stool test next 
week-----hooray maybe they will find something!!  I did neglect to inform you that our house 
had a problem with moths and beetles and we had to get it professionally sprayed.Please advise 
if you have any suggestions to the above info. 
 
Desperate in xxxxxxxxxxx 


